
EGULAR READERS of

Mark’s Bletherings on the

stable website will be aware

that a significant era for the yard came

to an end on November 8. 

On that day, the five-year-old gelding

Maydanny, by Dubawi out of the great

Attraction, left Middleham to continue

his racing career in Dubai. Maydanny

won twice this year, landing the Golden

Mile Handicap at the Qatar Goodwood

Festival before enjoying success at

Listed level in the Doonside Cup at Ayr.

His transfer to Dubai brings to an end

the lengthy association with the stable

of horses owned by the late Sheikh

Hamdan bin Rashid al Maktoum, which,

since his death in March, have been

running in the name of Shadwell Estate

Company Limited.

The first horse to represent the yard

sporting the Sheikh’s famous royal blue

and white silks was Bandari.

Transferred into Sheikh Hamdan’s

ownership after winning the Lingfield

Derby Trial, the son of Alhaarth

disappointed in the Derby, but bounced

back to land the Gordon Stakes at

Glorious Goodwood and the Great

Voltigeur Stakes at York, before

finishing third in the St Leger. Bandari

also went on to land the Princess of

Wales’s Stakes and the Hardwicke

Stakes in a career which yielded 11

wins, six of them at Group level.

Across the 19 years that have elapsed

since Bandari’s Goodwood win, Sheikh

Hamdan’s colours have always been to

the fore among our stable’s stars. Mark

trained a Zafonic filly named Nufoos

for Sheikh Hamdan to win the Listed

Eternal Stakes at Warwick in 2005. As a

broodmare, Nufoos produced not only

Awzaan (pictured above), who won the

Mill Reef Stakes and Middle Park

Stakes as a juvenile, but also Muteela,

Hajras, Tasfeya, Muraaqaba and

Khamaary, all of whom won good races

for the yard.

Supporter

In more recent years, Sheikh Hamdan

was a great supporter of Attraction’s

progeny, purchasing both Elarqam and

Maydanny in successive years as part of

Book 1 of the Tattersalls October

Yearling Sale. An unbeaten two-year-

old, Elarqam won the Group 2 York

Stakes and lost out by only a length and

a quarter to

Japan in the

Juddmonte

International

at four. 

The yard’s

final runners

for Shadwell

were at

Nottingham

on October

13; the

juvenile Iffraaj

colt, Qitaal,

won the first

division of the maiden over a mile and

half a furlong, while Janoobi, a Night of

Thunder colt who was making his

debut, finished second in the second

division of the race.

FTER Maydanny’s departure

brought the curtain down on

this particular era, Mark was in

no doubt about his relationship with the

late deputy ruler of Dubai. 

He said: ‘It was a great privilege to

train for Sheikh Hamdan bin Rashid al

Maktoum, and I shall always be grateful

for the support he gave us.’
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